zugswang a)
for electroacoustic metainstrument
(2021 )
Maya Miro Johnson
with Mekhi Gladden and Drew Schlegel
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TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

Onstage:
2 performers, "A" & "B"
2 Clevertouch screens (or equivalent projection), positioned on either side of piano, facing slightly inward
2 iPhone/iOS devices with Switcher Studio app installed -- function as "Camera 1 " and "Camera 2" when controlled by Switcher
4 FM/AM dial radios with antennae (one is placed inside the piano after the Overture)
1 grand piano designed for extended techniques in the interior
Inside piano:
3 laptop computers or iPads (preferably same operating system or brand for ease of communication -- premiere performance used Apple) with Zoom installed and front-facing webcams
1 .mp3 prerecorded audio ﬁle downloaded to 1 device
1 portable bluetooth speaker connected to device with prerecorded audio ﬁle
1 letter
2 felt mutes
1 small, ﬂexible, handheld tripod for Camera 2, placed above keyboard
Offstage:
> 1 performer, "C"
> 2 computers with QLab (acting as media players) + Apple USB-C/Thunderbolt/Mini Displayport to HDMI adapter** + 2 HDMI cables
**NOTE the output of this adapter must be scalable to match the video format settings selected in the Blackmagic Design ATEM Production Studio 4K, which for the premiere performance was
1 080p/59.94—not all adapters provide equal levels of functionality
> 1 iOS device with Switcher Studio software (aggregates all iOS device cameras over wiﬁ for display on screen) + Apple Lightening to HDMI adapter + 1 HDMI cable
> 36 prerecorded video ﬁles (marked in the ﬁlename for display on the left or right screen)
> 1 Blackmagic Design ATEM Production Studio 4K (with 4 HDMI inputs and 2 SDI outputs—Program and Auxiliary—allowing simultaneous output of two different source signals over SDI
cables) + 2 SDI cables + two Blackmagic Design SDI to HDMI converters + 2 HDMI cables (for connection to the displays)
> 1 computer with ATEM Software Control to switch the program output of the Blackmagic Design ATEM Production Studio 4K (Auxiliary output is switch with buttons on the front of the
device) + 1 ethernet cable + 1 USB Type B to Type A cable (both cables are required for setting up the Production Studio)
Notes from Drew Schlegel about Offstage setup:
> Total HDMI cables as described above is 5
> Total SDI cables is 2 in any needed length (SDI was chosen over HDMI because signal transmission over longer lengths is easy, the connector locks for added security, and the cables dress well on stage)
> With a little more technical planning, it may be possible to use 1 computer with QLab instead of 2, if that computer is equipped with the ability to output to two different HDMI destinations simultaneously—
QLab itself supports this, but I was not able to get it to work
> We used some of the happenstance features of the Blackmagic Design Production Studio 4K as improvisatory elements during the piece, such as the color bars—get creative with what your system can do
> When iOS device cameras were in play on stage, I preferred to switch to the Switcher Studio output just before playback completed on any given prerecorded clip, keeping audience minds locked to the action
instead of the switching itself

PROGRAM NOTES
This piece is about feedback loops and the violence of the super-pristine hyper-realness of the digital.
I wanted to destroy the idea of the piano, expand the proscenium availability of the stage, and conﬂate the concepts of tool and instrument.
A zugzwang (purposefully misspelled/stylized/Americanized in the title) is a situation in chess in which a player is forced to make a move despite no
strategy existing that could prove beneﬁcial. I recently came across a necklace from a company that hires local artisans from countries experiencing
civil war to recycle bullet casings and bombshells and make them into jewelry. While tangential, it struck me as an apt metaphor for this piece; for if
the mediation, virtualization, and pop culture iconography to which we are subjected on a daily basis is a form of physiological harm, then the best
way to combat it must be to make the immediate apparati of such violence into art.
Many thanks to Nick DiBerardino, Dr. Amy Beth Kirsten, and Dr. Thomas Patteson for their support and supervision.
-Maya Miro Johnson
December 2021

Text: from Marshall McLuhan, Jörg Laue, and Maya Miro Johnson
Duration: 1 5-30', depending on performance
zugswang a) was premiered on December 9th, 2021 in Gould Rehearsal Hall at the Curtis Institute of Music, Philadelphia, PA, USA with:
Performer A: Maya Miro Johnson
Performer B: Mekhi Gladden
Performer C: Drew Schlegel
lighting design by Christopher Frey

it is in 4 sections:
I. Prelude (which can be shortened or omitted depending on circumstances)
II. Overture
III. Grand Impromptu
IV. Standoff
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